What do I need to do to achieve my Cooper Band target in my writing?
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AO5i: Purpose, form and audience: Writing is original and has sophisticated flair; crafted to
target audience/ genre.
AO5ii: Paragraphing: Deliberately structured, integrated and varied to create an effect.
Dialogue is always laid out accurately.
AO5iii: Vocabulary/Linguistic Devices: Creative and imaginative; sophisticated techniques
are used throughout for effect; awareness of connotations.
AO5iv: Narrative Devices: A wide range of narrative devices are used; crafted for effect.
AO5v: Grammar: Minor, simple, compound and complex sentences are used throughout;
ordered so that they have maximum effect; a full range of sophisticated punctuation; used to
create an effect.
AO5i: Purpose, form and audience: Writing is developed with some flair; confidently
matched to target audience/genre.
AO5ii: Paragraphing: Detailed and structured in a logical order; discourse markers used to
link ideas consistently; dialogue is always laid out accurately.
AO5iii: Vocabulary/Linguistic Devices: Ambitious and imaginative; techniques used
throughout for effect; awareness of connotations
AO5iv: Narrative Devices: A range of narrative devices used; crafted for effect.
AO5v: Grammar: Minor, simple, compound and complex sentences are used throughout;
create a desired effect; a full range of ambitious punctuation used for effect.

AO5i: Purpose, form and audience: Writing is interesting and developed; consistently
matched to target audience/genre.
AO5ii: Paragraphing: Detailed and planned in logical order; discourse markers used to link
ideas; dialogue is mostly laid out accurately.
AO5iii: Vocabulary/Linguistic Devices: Appropriate and varied; techniques used with some
success; attempt to be used for an effect; some awareness of connotations.
AO5iv: Narrative Devices: A range of narrative devices used.
AO5v: Grammar: Simple, compound and complex sentences used for effect mostly
successfully; variety of sentence starters; a wide range of punctuation used for effect.

AO5i: Purpose, form and audience: Writing mostly appropriate and detailed; mostly
matched to a target audience/genre.
AO5ii: Paragraphing: Paragraphs are mostly organised; discourse markers used to link ideas
occasionally; dialogue is sometimes laid out correctly.
AO5iii: Vocabulary/Linguistic Devices: Vocabulary is appropriate; techniques used at
certain points.
AO5iv: Narrative Devices: Some narrative devices used.
AO5v: Grammar: Simple, compound and complex sentences used throughout with some
success; some attempts to change sentence starters; range of punctuation and mostly correct
use of commas.

AO5i: Purpose, form and audience: Writing trying to match the task and occasionally
detailed; an awareness of audience/genre.
AO5ii: Paragraphing: Paragraphs are used; dialogue is attempted.
AO5iii: Vocabulary/Linguistic Devices: Vocabulary is suitable and at times interesting;
techniques used occasionally.
AO5iv: Narrative Devices: A couple of narrative devices used.
AO5v: Grammar: Simple, compound sentences used; basic punctuation; attempt to use
commas.
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AO5i: Purpose, form and audience: Limited awareness of audience; does answer the task
set most of the time.
AO5ii: Paragraphing: There may be some awareness of paragraphs.
AO5iii: Vocabulary/Linguistic Devices: Some evidence of words chosen for impact or
description; one device attempted.
AO5iv: Narrative Devices: One narrative device used.
AO5v: Grammar: Some long and short sentences;dominant sentence will be compound;
basic punctuation used.

